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Abstract
This article is dedicated to the purpose of introducing the simplification of the
triangular-network's multi-resolution, as well as the concept of grid, trigonometry,
topographic goading, triangular-sector, etc. In addition, this article proposes a new
algorithm that combines the layer-segmentation of the multi-resolution model and the
binary space partitioning (BSP) tree, in which the layer-segmentation of the triangular
belt is capable of achieving a better result in terms of dissolving the model, therefore
creating the foundation of the BSP tree's structural setup. The purpose of finding BSP
tree, on the other hand, is to identify sensitive data from the non-sensitive one, so that
whatever data that is contacted with the viewpoint can be fully transferred and displayed.
Speaking of the designing part of the database, this algorithm combines the latest
techniques such as the XML.ADO.NET, and thereby capable of designing transfer plans
accordingly.
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1. Introduction
The compression of geometric model is divided into single-resolution
compression and multi-resolution compression. On the compression of singleresolution model, such as Deer algorithm, real-time compression algorithm on
connection relationship of triangular mesh put forward by Gumhold, Taubin and
Rossignac’s compression algorithm based on topological surgery, are some typical
algorithms [1]. Multi-resolution model can be segmented into discrete multiresolution model and continuous multi-resolution model. Discrete multi-resolution
model simplifies the complex triangle mesh to get more triangular mesh models
with different levels of detail through simplified algorithm, however, with a
compact representing method for model, continuous multi-resolution model can
generate different resolution models with any number. Based on the two different
models, object-oriented compression of multi-resolution model can be divided into
object-oriented compression of discrete multi-resolution model and object-oriented
compression of continuous multi-resolutionn model [2].
To any network, Hoppe has put forward the representation of progressive meshes
for surface geometric modeling, which simplifies the network by optimizing the
energy function. Progressive Mesh can provide any connection levels of detail
(LOD) grid. This tiered representation can be used in multi-resolution editing and
progressive transmission. But rough approximation may have a serious artificial
trace, and this kind of data format is difficult to be compressed for the amount of
data for progressive transmission is higher than that of original grid data.
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Progressive forest split compression was put forward by G. Taubin in 1998. The
algorithm has adopted more complex and detailed operations than progressive mesh
like Hoppe, which can more effectively compress and encode.
The characteristic of this scheme is that it had employed an adaptive elaboration
method which allows smooth transition between continuous and different levels of
details for elaboration model when storage and transit triangular mesh which stores
in a progressive and deep compressed method [3]. The forest part can be regarded
as a set with a series of sides split operations but not as a series of indep endent
operations. Multi-resolution in perfect forward secrecy (PFS) format is made up of
an initial low-resolution LOD and a variety of forest part operations. Among them,
the lowest-resolution model is expressed with topological operation method.
In some previous methods, many researchers used Delaunay which has constraint
to delete left hole. The advantage of this method is that it can avoid the narrow
triangle as much as possible for that the triangulated triangles can have a good
founder rate. But in the Delaunay, it fails to consider the errors and also it is
difficult to consider the errors between simplified geometric model and non simplified geometric model, so the quality of simplification is not so good [4].

2. The Concept of Triangular Grid
Before describing the geometry compression algorithm in this section, the
representing method and some related base concepts will be introduced fir st in
detail. Although triangular mesh can be described by using graphs in essence, but
the following representing method named “vertex-triangle” which is more intuitive
is adopted.
A triangle grid can be expressed as a binary group. They are respectively a set of
vertices and triangles for triangular mesh M . Among them, each element of t can
be expressed as cyclic triple made up of elements in set V of vertices in the set T
of the triangle [5].
M = V , T 
(1)

V  vi i  0,1,2, , N  1

(2)

T  t i  0,1,2, , M  1

(3)

t   v0 , v1 , v2 

(4)
In this cyclic triple group, the arrangement of vertical elements obeys the
traditional right-hand rule, is called the set of vertices for the triangle. Supposing is
ordered vertices, if they are two vertices of the triangle at the same time, then we’ll
call the ordered vertices as a side. The set of all the sides is denoted as E on the
triangular mesh M .

3. Algorithm Research
3.1. The Coding and Multi-layer Model of the Bi-orthogonal Wavelet
According to the wavelet designed, which holds the property of linear-phase and
symmetrised to the use of the segmentation of the original grid, MN . After the
switch, mark the current grid as MN-1, and call all definitive entity as that of the M N,
note as DN . The previous grid is hereby noted as the sum of MN-1 and DN , with the
formula:

M N  M N 1  DN
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(5)
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By separating the original grid, we are able to decompose the ordinal grid MN as
the sum of one base grid M 0 and multi-layer definitive DN.
The expression of the multi-resolution contains two parts: the first part is the
base grid M 0, it is the simplest form of algebra, for the base grid is normally
extremely small, therefore, one may even proceed without compressing it [6]. The
second part is definitive D1 , it is considered as an important factor of the multiresolution algebraic compression process to code and compress definitive D1.
The wavelet's altering range will then threshold the coefficient, filtering out
those that are smaller than the threshold. In order to minimize the wavelet's
officious depletion after the threshold, meanwhile approximately 94% of the
wavelet coefficient is zero, the threshold is thusly decided by the actual energy
situation after the exchange, the self-fitting method, in this case, is capable of
making nearly 94% of the entire coefficient population to zero [7]. Based on the
perspective of minimum error before and after the compression, this can greatly
reduce the time that is needed for the system to process the data.
After altering the wavelet and qualifying the threshold, the grid definitive,
ranging from D1 to D N, suits perfectly for run-length encoding [8]. For data that lies
within the gird M0, the entropy-encoding method—the Huffman encoding, should
be considered as the very best option. Doing so allows the combination of the two
entropy encoding, the base grid and grid definitive perfectly to proceed
swimmingly, so that the very best compression result is thusly achieved.
3.2. Topographic Coding
In normal sense, the polygonal grid can be considered as an entity that consists
of polygons with multiple cited properties, together, these polygon entities merge as
a three-dimensional surface with all the attached original properties, which includes
the climax coordinates, the colour, the vectoring factor and the texturing
coordinates. The overall information of the polygonal grid can be viewed as three
parts:
(1) The topographic information is designated to describe the interaction between
climax and surface;
(2) The trigonometric information is to describe the coordinates of each and
every climax that were concluded within the polygonal grid;
(3) The properties such as the colour, and vectors of the climax. In order to solve
the coding issue regarding the interaction between the grid's climax, one possible
methodology is the dynamic coverage of one single climax cycling chain and one
active slip that is located on it, thereafter commence the exploring and coding
procedure towards the triangular grid.
When it comes to coding, the critical thinking will be to locate the triangle that is
related to the current active slip in the first place, then begin the coding for
triangles regarding its third climax [9]. When it comes to coding the terminals, one
should stick to the Huffman coding, which is signified by providing data flow that
has larger probability occurrence with shorter coding process, while favouring those
with smaller probability with the opposite choice. It is in fact that under the
circumstances where the probability is given, Huffman coding contains the least
unnecessary information, the average length is the shortest. Hence, we conclude
that Huffman coding is the very best solution.
3.3. The Triangular Belt
The triangular belt is being applied as a common methodology when involved
into the field of topology. It includes steroid triangular belt, the zig-zag triangular
belt, and the general triangular belt. These different belt can be described as a
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sequence that contains the coordinates of a climax. The sequence, nevertheless, can
be transferred directly into the graphing tunnel. However, speaking of each
triangle's input result, these triangles are not isolated from one another, the
occurrence of the common climax will be expected as a popular phenomenon [10].
Therefore, the easiest way to do the topography is to repeatedly making the same
coordinate input, which lags the graphic hardware's processing efficiency
significantly. To solve this, one climax buffer device is needed. By applying the
buffer, these common climax's coordinates will be stored elsewhere temporarily
during its first application. It could thusly be retrieved directly from the buffer later
on instead of making another input [11-13].
3.4. The General Triangular Belt
The general triangular belt is the most complicated belt theory proposed by
Deering [14]. It is capable of compositing new triangle by the means of the zig -zag
triangular belt, as well as that of the steroid triangular belt. Besides, it can also
create triangles that shares no common border, climax, and the way that those
points sequence. The price for possessing such capabilities is a 2 -bit controlling
digits has to be added in front of each and every one of the points [15-17]. When
commencing Dearing’s coding procedure, it is essential to quantify and compress
climax's properties as the coordinates, colour, vector, texture, etc.
3.5. The Pent-layer Segmentation
In the case of data processing, all triangular belt methodologies aforementioned
are required to maintain a huge body of data structure, which is of great
disadvantage in terms of internet data transfer [18]. In order to get the issue
resolved, one may lower the complicity and data quantity of the grid data transfer
by redefining two triangular multi-layer structure, the O shape layer and the U
shape layer (the O shape layer, in the case of need, can be segmented into the form
of U shape layer), to achieve the goal of algebraic simplification.
An example of the primitive grid's segmentation is shown below in Figure 1.
Figure 1(b) O shape layer, while Figure 1(a) the adjacent layer 2 is U shaped.
Even though most of the layers are simple, the rest are complicated. Therefore, one
has to degrade the complicate layers into those that are more simplified, and more
easily to be processed by coding. Any layer form can be segmented into these two
basic layer structure.

Figure 1 (a). U shape layer
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Figure 1 (b). O Shape Layer
3.6. BSP Tree
The BSP tree is a standard two-branch tree that are being used to sequence/search
for the object that orients itself within the n dimensional space. The BSP tree, when
applying into practice, represents the entire entity, in which every single branch
terminal represents one reflexive space [19]. Every terminal conceives one "megaplane" as the cropping plane of the bisectional one, nevertheless, its two affiliated
terminals represent two cropped inferior planes separately. In addition, each
terminal can also include one or multiple algebraic objects [20]. The triangle of the
grid data's incoming terminal sector generates based on the relat ive position
between eyes and the current terminal's cropping plane. The terminals that lie
among it contains layer information and that of the triangular -terminal one.
The backbone algorithm regarding the BSP generation:
1) Identify the relative position between the viewpoint and the current terminal
cropping plane.
2) In the case that the viewpoint lies in front of the cropping plane, the process of
identifying the resolution and distilling layer and triangular information based on
the back side of the inferior space is prioritized [21-23].
3) In the case that the viewpoint lies behind the cropping plane, the process of
identifying the resolution and distilling layer and triangular information based on
the front side of the inferior space is prioritized.
4) In the case that the viewpoint is located within the cropping plane, one shall
select any inferior space to process the layer information and triangular
information. Through the generation of the two-branch tree and the distillation of
triangular information visible layer, the quantity of transferable triangles is thusly
simplified.
3.7. Brief on the Visual-relevant Transfer Algorithm
Speaking of the visual-relevant transfer algorithm, what comes in mind first is
coding and the topographic information of the transfer model. What comes next is
the expression of the multi-layer structure that is founded within various sectors of
the algebraic along with visual sensitivity. Later on, based on the structure
previously designed, the algebraic information is to be coded and transferred from
the low layer to that of the high one. Referencing the coding/decoding algorithm
description from Figure 2 and 3, by using the same method, the receiving end is
also capable of setting up an identical layer structure automatically, meanwhile
capable of rebuilding the algebraic model. Comparing to the transfer method
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designed by the spirit of this article, the difference is that this algorithm only
requires layers from the visible area of the algebraic model, and the data of t he
triangular region.

initialization

Coding and basic network topology information

Decompose geometric model hierarchy is
established

According to the related visual binary tree to
encode the visual triangle

Calculation, quantization and coding output

Figure 2. Code Description

initialization

Coding and basic network topology information

Synthesis of hierarchy

Decoding and calculating correction quantity

Will join the current simplified network from a
triangle

Figure 3. Decoding Description
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Figure 4. Bunny Model

4. The Test and its Result
In order to compare the efficiency with other modeling algorithm, this test is run
on the common Bunny model. By setting up the Bunny's BSP two branch tree at the
end of receiving portal, the relevant layer of the Bunny's frontal contour and the
information of the visible triangle can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4. The back
of the bunny is sketched through the primitive grid data, doing so will cause the
triangle and climax's data transfer flow reduced by 60% without influencing the
receiving end's sensitive data, in terms of data processing and displaying. As it
turned out, the mechanism of this algorithm can achieve a result that is of high
satisfaction. The flaw, however, is the transposing binderies appears to be imminent,
which, however, can be solved by adding a transposing section in between.

5. Conclusion
This article is dedicated to the purpose of introducing the simplification of the
triangular-network's multi-resolution, as well as the concept of grid, trigonometry,
topographic goading, triangular-sector, etc. In addition, this article proposes a new
algorithm that combines the layer-segmentation of the multi-resolution model and the
BSP tree, in which the layer-segmentation of the triangular belt is capable of achieving a
better result in terms of dissolving the model, therefore creating the foundation of the
BSP tree's structural setup. The purpose of finding BSP tree, on the other hand, is to
identify sensitive data from the non-sensitive one, so that whatever data that is contacted
with the viewpoint can be fully transferred and displayed. Speaking of the designing part
of the database, this algorithm combines the latest techniques such as the
XML.ADO.NET, and thereby capable of designing transfer plans accordingly.
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